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Introduction 
 
Digital media publishers are reinventing their user experiences to meet their customers’ needs. Especially 
when multitasking, on the go, or interacting with smart devices, readers are looking for alternative ways to 
consume content.  
 
Infographics, photo stories, podcasts, audiobooks, visual narrations, and social media stories are only a 
few examples of emerging content types that adapt to readers’ more sophisticated expectations. 
In a previous post on the AWS Machine Learning Blog, we showed how you can voice a blog post 
automatically with Trinity Audio’s WordPress plugin. Building on that, in this guide we show you how you 
can turn articles into visual narrations and provide teasers shareable on social media platforms by using 
Amazon Web Services (AWS). 
 
This how-to guide is part of a blog series about automating and monetizing media content. Find the series 
here. 
 

Dive Deep 
 
In the next sections, we go into detail on each step, presenting relevant code snippets to help you 
navigate the code base. You can take a look at the workflow architecture and choreography in the original 
blog post.  
 
Manage the solution’s infrastructure as code 
For this solution, we created an AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK)construct to manage our 
infrastructure as code. We only use serverless resources like AWS Lambda functions, an Amazon Simple 
Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket, an Amazon DynamoDB table, and an Amazon API Gateway REST 
API—a collection of resources and methods that are integrated with backend HTTP endpoints, AWS 
Lambda functions, or other AWS services. This is where you can find the file where we define 
infrastructure. Let’s look at how we define these with the help of AWS CDK. 
 
Defining an Amazon S3 bucket is as simple as creating a new instance of the s3::Bucket class. 
 
    const PollyAssetStore = new s3.Bucket(this, "PollyAssetStore", { 
      enforceSSL: true, 
      versioned: true, 
      encryption: s3.BucketEncryption.S3_MANAGED 
    }); 
 
Similarly, you can define an Amazon DynamoDB table as follows. Make sure you pass in the required 
parameters, such as a PartitionKey and its type. 
 
    const PollyMetadataStore = new dynamo.Table(this, "PollyMetadataStore", { 
      partitionKey:{ 
        name: 'AssetId', 
        type: dynamo.AttributeType.STRING 
      } 
    }); 
 
Helpers methods such as Lambda::Code::fromAsset let the user define AWS Lambda Functions from 
code stored in a local path. 
 
AWS CDK takes care of packaging and uploading this code artifact at deployment time. Another feature is 
the ability to access other resources’ properties as you would normally do in any programming language. 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/machine-learning/converting-your-content-to-audio-for-free-with-trinity-audio-wordpress-plugin/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/media/how-to-turn-articles-into-videos-using-aws-elemental-mediaconvert-and-amazon-polly/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/media/how-to-turn-articles-into-videos-using-aws-elemental-mediaconvert-and-amazon-polly/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/media/how-to-turn-articles-into-videos-using-aws-elemental-mediaconvert-and-amazon-polly/
https://aws.amazon.com/cdk/
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apigateway/latest/developerguide/apigateway-rest-api.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apigateway/latest/developerguide/apigateway-rest-api.html
https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-elemental-mediaconvert-visual-narrations/blob/main/lib/polly-preview-simple-stack.ts
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The following—invoked by an HTTP POST request made to our Amazon API Gateway REST API—is the 
declaration of Scrape Lambda, the function that kicks off the workflow: 
 
 
    const ScrapeLambda = new lambda.Function(this, "ScrapeLambda", { 
      code: lambda.Code.fromAsset("functions/scrape-lambda"),   
      handler: "scrape.handler",  
      runtime: lambda.Runtime.NODEJS_14_X, 
      memorySize: 512, 
      timeout: Duration.seconds(29), 
      environment: { 
        Table : PollyMetadataStore.tableName, 
        OutputS3BucketName: PollyAssetStore.bucketName, 
        FFMPEG_PREVIEW_DURATION, 
        FFMPEG_FADEOUT_DURATION 
      } 
    }); 
 
We then define a REST API, a backend integration with Scrape Lambda, and attach it as a handler for 
HTTP POST requests at the root path (“/”) of the API. Notice that we didn’t have to deal with AWS Identity 
and Access Management (AWS IAM) permissions to authorize Amazon API Gateway to invoke Scrape 
Lambda: the AWS CDK API Gateway construct takes care of it for us. (AWS IAM is a service that 
provides fine-grained access control across all of AWS.) 
 
    const ScrapeApi = new apigateway.RestApi(this, "scrape-api", { 
      restApiName: "Scraping Service", 
      description: "This service starts scraping an article." 
    }); 
 
    const postScrapeIntegration = new apigateway.LambdaIntegration(ScrapeLambda, { 
      requestTemplates: { "application/json": '{ "statusCode": "200" }' } 
    }); 
 
    ScrapeApi.root.addMethod("POST", postScrapeIntegration); 
 
When you deploy the stack, AWS CDK gives you a URL you can use to invoke Scrape Lambda so you 
can start the workflow—more on this later. 
 
Another interesting element of the infrastructure is the implementation of the choreography pattern 
through Amazon S3 Event Notifications. The following is how AWS CDK specifies an Amazon S3 event 
source: 
 
    const OnTextUpload = new lambdaEvent.S3EventSource(PollyAssetStore, { 
      events: [ 
        s3.EventType.OBJECT_CREATED 
      ],  
      filters: [ 
        { 
          prefix: 'text' 
        }, 
        { 
          suffix: 'json' 
        } 
      ] 
    }); 
 
OnTextUpload is an object of the class LambdaEvent::S3EventSource that lets you specify an Amazon 

https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
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S3 Event Notification as a trigger for an AWS Lambda function. This means that when a new object 
uploads to the Amazon S3 bucket PollyAssetStore and its path matches the filter defined in the 
filters property, an event fires. This event can be used as a trigger for an AWS Lambda Function, as 
shown in the next paragraph. 
 
With the following line, we add the Amazon S3 event source OnTextUpload to an AWS Lambda function 
defined as PollyLambda: 
   
  PollyLambda.addEventSource(OnTextUpload); 
 
Another noticeable feature of AWS CDK is how it simplifies AWS IAM roles, policies, and permissions 
management. In most cases, instead of compiling AWS IAM roles and policies yourself, you can add 
permissions by using utility methods defined in the constructs that you’re using. For example, have a look 
at how we can use the methods S3::Bucket::grantPut and DynamoDB::Table::grantReadWriteData: 
AWS CDK will take care to update the relevant AWS IAM roles and policies for you. 
 
    PollyAssetStore.grantPut(PollyLambda); 
     
    // omitted lines 274 - 284 
 
    PollyMetadataStore.grantReadWriteData(PollyLambda); 
 
The result of these two lines is that the AWS Lambda function defined as PollyLambda can now perform 
PUT actions on the Amazon S3 bucket defined as PollyAssetStore and read and write from the Amazon 
DynamoDB table defined as PollyMetadataStore. 
 
Now let’s have look at the business logic by dissecting the most interesting steps of the workflow. 
 

Build the Workflow 
For practical reasons, we scraped content from a rendered AMP HTML page in this example: this is a 
tradeoff we made so that you don’t need to be familiar with CMS content APIs, but rather only be familiar 
with HTML and DOM parsing.  
 
For a production environment, we strongly recommend that you consider consuming content from the 
APIs that your CMS offers because these are likely to be more predictable and easier to interact with than 
writing a scraping engine. 
 
Scrape content from WordPress 
The only input required for the workflow is a URL to a WordPress post in its AMP rendering—for example:  
https://giusedroid.wordpress.com/2021/04/29/a-brief-history-of-ferrari/amp/ 
 
You can find the business logic dealing with the scraping of the content in the Scrape Lambda source 
code. In this section, we bring up and comment on the most interesting bits. Our tools of choice to scrape 
content from the HTML page are: 

• jsdom: a pure JavaScript implementation of many web standards, notably the WHATWG 
DOM and HTML standards, for use with Node.js; in general, the goal of the project is to 
emulate enough of a subset of a web browser to be useful for testing and scraping real-
world web applications. This package is released under MIT License. We use jsdom 
capabilities to parse and interact with the HTML page that we want to grab content from. 

• Cheerio JS; a fast, flexible, and lean implementation of core jQuery designed specifically 
for the server (Node.js). This package is also released under MIT License. We’ll be using 
Cheerio JS mainly to sanitize the text for the benefit of Amazon Polly. 

https://giusedroid.wordpress.com/2021/04/29/a-brief-history-of-ferrari/amp/
https://github.com/jsdom/jsdom
https://dom.spec.whatwg.org/
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/
https://cheerio.js.org/
https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
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Corresponding HTML elements with visual elements in the narration 

Let’s dig into the structure of our target pages, starting with locating the article header. 

  

Scraping H1 tags 

You can scrape this by grabbing the innerHTML of the only tag with class amp-wp-title.  
 
 articleHeader = document.querySelector('.amp-wp-title').innerHTML; 
 
We also want to grab each section’s title so we can use these to compose our SRT subtitle files, along 
with the article header. We can do so by targeting h2 tags, which are children of the element having class 
amp-wp-article-content. 
 

 
Scraping H2 tags (titles) 

    const titles = Array.from( 

https://giusedroid.wordpress.com/2021/04/29/a-brief-history-of-ferrari/amp/
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        document.querySelectorAll('.amp-wp-article-content > h2') 
    ); 
 
Similarly, we can grab the text composing the body of the article by scraping the content of every p tag, 
which is a child of the div with class amp-wp-article-content.  
 

 

Scraping and cleaning text in the paragraphs 

     
const paragraphs = Array.from( 
        document.querySelectorAll('.amp-wp-article-content > p') 
    ); 
 
Sanitize the text 
Paragraphs are likely to include tags and other elements that Amazon Polly should not voice, or Amazon 
Comprehend should not analyze, so we want to sanitize the input text to remove unwanted entities. One 
way of doing this is loading our HTML body into Cheerio JS and extracting plain text: 
 
    const paragraphsText = cheerio.load( 
        paragraphs 
            .map( ({innerHTML}) => innerHTML ) 
            .reduce((memo, next) => memo += ` ${next}`, "") 
        ) 
        .text(); 
 
Grab images 

 

Scraping images 

https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/
https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/
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We want to get the URLs of every image so we can download, process, and use them in our videos.  
 
The following is how it’s done in Scrape Lambda: 
 
    const images = Array.from( 
        document.querySelectorAll('.amp-wp-article-content > figure a') 
    ); 
     
    const imagesURLs = images.map( ({href}) => href); 
 
Detect the dominant language using Amazon Comprehend 
Now that we have all the content we need from the article (text, titles, and images), it’s time to use the 
artificial intelligence capabilities of Amazon Comprehend.  
 
First, we understand what is the dominant language of the article so we can select the right Amazon Polly 
voice. Here’s how it’s done: 
 
    const ComprehendText =  
        paragraphsText?.length > 4096 ?  
            paragraphsText?.substring(4096)  
            :  
            paragraphsText; 
     
    const LanguageParams = { 
        Text: ComprehendText 
    } 
     
    let LanguageJob = null; 
     
    try{ 
        LanguageJob =  
            await Comprehend.detectDominantLanguage(LanguageParams).promise(); 
             
        SuccessfulOps.push(LanguageJob); 
    }catch(LanguageJobError){ 
         
        console.error(`Error while detecting language \n${LanguageJobError}`); 
        FailedOps.push({ 
            error: LanguageJobError, 
            LanguageJob, 
            LanguageParams 
        }); 
    } 
     
    const dominantLanguage = getDominantLanguage(LanguageJob); 
 
ComprehendText is a sample of the first 4,096 characters of the text because for synchronous invocations 
of Amazon Comprehend, this is the limit of characters that we can submit. We assume that this sample is 
enough for Amazon Comprehend to detect the article’s dominant language. 
 
We then extract the dominant language from the Amazon Comprehend response with the following utility 
function: 
 
const getDominantLanguage =  
    ({Languages}) => Languages.sort((a,b) => b['Score'] - a['Score'])[0]; 
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Extract entities using Amazon Comprehend 
The code to request Amazon Comprehend entities synchronously is like what we’ve seen so far. We use 
the result of this step to produce a VMAP file. We won’t dive deeper into the creation of the VMAP in this 
post, because this is the focus of our next part in the series, but feel free to explore the code yourself.  
 
    const EntitiesParams = { 
        Text: ComprehendText, 
        LanguageCode: dominantLanguage.LanguageCode 
    }; 
     
    let EntitiesJob = null; 
     
    try{ 
        EntitiesJob = await Comprehend.detectEntities(EntitiesParams).promise(); 
        SuccessfulOps.push(EntitiesJob); 
    }catch(EntitiesJobError){ 
        console.error(`Error while detecting entities \n${EntitiesJobError}`); 
        FailedOps.push({ 
            error: EntitiesJobError, 
            EntitiesJob, 
            EntitiesParams 
        }); 
    } 
 
Prepare captions 
We use the burn-in output captions feature of AWS Elemental MediaConvert to include in our videos the 
headers scraped from the article. MediaConvert supports various input formats; to keep things simple, we 
selected the SRT (sidecar) format because it’s the simplest to generate automatically from the input 
content we have. The following is an extract of an SRT file generated by the workflow described in this 
blog post: 
 

 
An extract of a sample SRT file generated by the solution 

An SRT caption file contains a sequential number of subtitles, start and end timestamps, and subtitle text, 
as shown in the figure above. SRT files make it possible to add subtitles to video content after it is 
produced. Read more about SRT files here. 
 
Let’s look at the scraping results. Scrape Lambda produces the following outputs: 

• A JSON document uploaded on the Amazon S3 asset store PollyAssetStore that includes 
all the required data for further processing. This document is uploaded under 
s3://PollyAssetStore/text/:id.json where :id is a universally unique identifier (UUID) 
assigned to the ingested media. This UUID is used throughout the solution as the primary 
indexing key. When this document uploads to PollyAssetStore under the path text/, the 
next step in the workflow is invoked. 

• The following is a redacted example of one such document: 
AssetId": "26f682c8-9469-46d2-bc18-aaf88ae7f374.json", 
  "Text": "Ferrari  is an Italian luxury ... [redacted for readibility]", 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/burn-in-output-captions.html
https://aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/set-up-captions-in-outputs.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/scc-srt-output-captions.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SubRip
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  "LanguageCode": "en-US", 
  "VoiceId": "Kendra", 
  "Engine": "neural", 
  "Url": "https://giusedroid.wordpress.com/2021/04/29/a-brief-history-of-
ferrari/amp/", 
  "ImagesURLs": [ 
    "https://giusedroid.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ferrari_01.jpg", 
    "https://giusedroid.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ferrari_04.jpg", 
    "https://giusedroid.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ferrari_02.jpg", 
    "https://giusedroid.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ferrari_05.jpg" 
  ], 
  "TitlesText": [ 
    "A Brief History of Ferrari", 
    "Racing DNA", 
    "Motorsport Evolution", 
    "Road Cars", 
    "Modern Supercars", 
    "More info at aws.amazon.com" 
  ], 
  "Entities": [ 
    { 
      "Score": 0.9917421340942383, 
      "Type": "ORGANIZATION", 
      "Text": "Ferrari", 
      "BeginOffset": 0, 
      "EndOffset": 7 
    } 
    ... 
  ], 
  "SRTFile": "[ Redacted: body of the SRT file for this media ]", 
  "VMAPFile": "[ Redacted: body of the VMAP file for this media ]" 
} 

• An SRT file to include captions in the videos generated by this workflow. This file uploads 
on the Amazon S3 asset store PollyAssetStore under the path srt/:id.srt.  

• A VMAP file that describes a sample ad inventory for the full-length narration. This file 
uploads on the Amazon S3 asset store PollyAssetStore under the path vmap/:id.xml. 

Implement text to speech using Amazon Polly 
The next step generates the full audio narration, starting from the textual content scraped from the article. 
This step uses Amazon Polly to asynchronously produce an audio file (MP3) that the workflow includes in 
the generated videos. Amazon Polly then uploads the generated audio file to Amazon S3 under the path 
audio/full/:id.mp3 once the synthesis task completes. The following is a snippet of code that can be 
used to start the speech synthesis task through the AWS software development kit (SDK): 
 
    let PollyJob; 
     
    try{ 
        PollyJob = await Polly.startSpeechSynthesisTask(PollyJobParams).promise(); 
    }catch(PollyError){ 
        console.error(`Error while creating PollyJob \n${PollyError}`); 
        FailedOps.push({ 
            error: PollyError, 
            Record, 
            PollyJob 
        }); 
        continue; 
    } 
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Let’s examine the speech synthesis task parameters. For more information about available options and 
values, read the Amazon Polly SDK reference here. 
    const PollyJobParams = { 
        OutputFormat: "mp3", 
        OutputS3BucketName: "PollyAssetStore-bucket-name",  
        Text: "The text you want to turn into speech", 
        VoiceId: "A supported Polly Voice Id, for example 'Amy'", 
        Engine: "standard|neural", 
        LanguageCode: "en-GB", 
        OutputS3KeyPrefix: "audio/full/:id/", 
        TextType: "text" 
    }; 

 
Perform audio postprocessing with FFmpeg 
Once the MP3 file is ready and uploaded, Postprod Lambda invokes. This function downloads the full 
narration MP3 file and use the FFmpeg afade filter to cut and apply a linear fade-out to the original audio 
so that we can generate a 30-second preview of the full narration. The following snippet shows how 
FFmpeg is invoked to apply the filter on the original audio: 
 
    FFMPEG_COMMAND = [ 
        "./bin/ffmpeg", 
        "-i", 
        filename_in, 
        f"-af", 
        f"afade=t=out:st={start_position}:d={FFMPEG_FADEOUT_DURATION}", 
        "-to", 
        str(FFMPEG_PREVIEW_DURATION), 
        filename_out 
    ] 
     
    p = subprocess.Popen( 
        FFMPEG_COMMAND, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, stderr=subprocess.PIPE 
    ) 
 
    out, err = p.communicate() 
 
The result of this operation is a wave file containing only the first 30 seconds of the full narration, 
terminating with a linear volume fade-out to deliver a better user experience. This AWS Lambda function 
synchronously uploads the file to Amazon S3 under the path audio/preview/:id.wav. Similar to what 
happened in previous steps, when this new object is PUT on Amazon S3, it invokes the next step of the 
workflow—more details about this in the next section. 
 
Process images with FFmpeg 
We’re only missing one ingredient before we can start baking our videos: we need to download and 
prepare the images attached to the articles. At the time of writing, MediaConvert supports PNG and TGA 
images for insertion. This means we need to convert the ones in the article into one of these two. We 
chose TGA because a default encoder for this format is included in FFmpeg, compiled to be compatible 
with LGPL version 2.1. 
 
Like in the previous task, we invoke FFmpeg in a subprocess. 
FFMPEG_COMMAND = [ 
    "./bin/ffmpeg", 
    "-i", 
    input_path, 
    output_path 
] 
     

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSJavaScriptSDK/latest/AWS/Polly.html#startSpeechSynthesisTask-property
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p = subprocess.Popen( 
    FFMPEG_COMMAND, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, stderr=subprocess.PIPE 
) 
 
out, err = p.communicate() 
    
In this process, input_path is the local path of the original image, and output_path is the local path of 
the image in TGA format. The conversion format is inferred by FFmpeg by the file extension of the two 
paths passed as parameters. At runtime, you can expect values similar to the following: 
 
Variable Value 
input_path my_image.jpg 
output_path my_image.jpg.tga 
 
Finally, once the conversion of all of the needed images is complete, this AWS Lambda function uploads 
another JSON document under the video-trigger/:id.json path on the Amazon S3 asset store. We 
create another document because we want to kick off the video creating process only once—when all 
images are converted and uploaded to Amazon S3. 
 
Create video assets using AWS Elemental MediaConvert 
Now it’s time to use MediaConvert to put it all together—text, images, and audio. To do so, we put 
together two MediaConvert job templates: one for the full narration, which is going to produce an HLS 
stream of the full narrated article, and the other for the social media story, which is going to produce a 30-
second MP4 file. Video Lambda makes use of these templates, customizes them to include the assets 
generated at the previous steps, and launches two distinct MediaConvert jobs. 
 
Let’s dig into some of the most interesting sections of the MediaConvert job that generates the social 
media story. 
 

IMAGE AWS 
Elemental MediaConvert job’s JSON definition 
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The Queue property specifies on which MediaConvert queue the job is added: in this case, the queue is 
the default one for the AWS account. 
 
The Role property populates with the AWS IAM role generated at deployment time and specifies which 
AWS IAM role MediaConvert assumes to perform the job. 
 
This role allows MediaConvert access to Amazon S3 resources, such as the source templates, images, 
and destination path. 
 
An interesting property of this job is UserMetadata, where you can find assetID—the UUID that was 
generated by the solution upon article ingestion. Another noticeable property in this object is input, which 
specifies the video asset to use as the background of the narration. You can customize this default 
template by changing the value of the environmental variable TEMPLATE_S3_URL in Video Lambda, as 
shown in the following. 
 
You can download a sample background video here. 

 
How to modify the AWS Lambda function runtime to accommodate for more environmental variables; in this case, we’re adding a custom 
background video. 

Using AWS CDK, you can modify the AWS Lambda runtime environment by adding a property to the 
environment object. You can modify the default video asset for your background by adding the property 
TEMPLATE_S3_URL and populating it with the Amazon S3 URL to your video background. You can find 
supported input codecs and containers for your video assets here.  
 
Next, let’s have a look at the OutputGroups property, under the job’s Settings. This stanza in the job 
template specifies the output settings for the video asset that MediaConvert is going to produce. 

https://gbatt-borasio-blogs.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/preview-demo.mp4
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/reference-codecs-containers-input.html
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OutputGroups configurations 

For this job, we only have an output group. We set the container type for this media to MP4, and specify 
our codec settings in the property CodecSettings. We chose H.264 as our video codec. 
You can modify all these values by changing the job template that Video Lambda uses for the preview and 
for the full narration. 
 
The job templates files store in the code repository under functions/video-lambda. 
For the preview, you should modify preview_mp4.json, whereas for the full narration you should modify 
full_hls.json. 
 
You can also take advantage of automated adaptive bitrate (ABR), which sets up your ABR stack for you. 
MediaConvert chooses the right number of renditions and the resolution for each, based on your video 
input. Learn more about this feature here. 
 
Now let’s look at the AudioDescriptions and CaptionDescriptions. 

https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-elemental-mediaconvert-visual-narrations/tree/main/functions/video-lambda
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/auto-abr.html
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AudioDescriptions and CaptionDescriptions job configurations 

For audio codec, we chose AAC with a bitrate of 96,000 kbit/s and a sample rate of 48 KHz. 
CaptionDescriptions specifies the rendering settings for captions. We chose the burn-in option because 
we want the captions displayed as part of the frames. 
 
As with the container settings and video description, you can modify these settings by changing the job 
templates that Video Lambda uses in the code repository. 
 
Finally, for the output specification, we set the Destination property where MediaConvert is going to 
store the video asset. 
 

 
OutputGroupSettings configuration 

The output specifications are done, so let’s have a look at the Inputs section. 
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InputClippings and AudioSelectors configurations 

With InputClippings, we specify the start and end time codes, effectively setting the duration of the 
video asset that MediaConvert creates. For the preview, we set the duration to 31 seconds. 
 
The audio track is specified within the AudioSelectors object. We included the preview wave audio file 
generated by our Postprod Lambda, hosted on Amazon S3 under the path audio/preview/:id.json/. 
Video Lambda populates this field, based on the metadata stored on the trigger file. This is done to 
minimize the number of queries to Amazon DynamoDB. 
 

 
ICaptionSelectors and ImageInserter configurations 

CaptionSelectors is the field where we can specify the captions track. Video Lambda populates this 
field with the SRT file that is generated by Scrape Lambda and stored in our Amazon S3 asset store 
under the path srt/preview/:id.json.srt. 
 
Finally, ImageInserter is the object that lets us specify the images that MediaConvert overlays to the 
video background. You can specify overlay layer, position, size, and opacity, along with when the image is 
to be inserted and for how long. The image inserter is a feature of MediaConvert that inspired this post: 
you can learn more about it here. 
 
Final Touches 
The last step in the workflow is to asynchronously update the metadata store as MediaConvert creates 
and uploads the video assets to Amazon S3 by MediaConvert. This is the goal of Finalize Lambda: it 
invokes every time a file uploads under the following paths: 

• output/preview/*.mp4 
• output/full/:id/hls/*.m3u8 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/mediaconvert/latest/ug/graphic-overlay.html
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When AWS Elemental MediaConvert finishes the jobs by writing files to the Amazon S3 asset store, Finalize Lambda will be invoked, and the 
updates will be written to the metadata store. 

Use the workflow 
IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE 
This solution uses FFmpeg to analyze and manipulate the low-level visual and audio features of the 
uploaded media files. 
 
FFmpeg is a free and open-source software suite for handling video, audio, and other multimedia files and 
streams. FFmpeg is distributed under the LGPL license v2.1. 
For more information about FFmpeg, see here. 
 
Your use of the solution will cause you to use FFmpeg. If you do not want use of FFmpeg, do not use the 
solution. 
 
Getting Started 
In the code repository, you can find a set of scripts to deploy, run, and test this workflow.  
For deployment, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your AWS account. 
2. Deploy an environment on AWS Cloud9—a cloud-based integrated development 

environment—by following these instructions. 
3. Clone this repository in your AWS Cloud9 environment by running git clone: 

https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-elemental-mediaconvert-visual-narrations.git 
4. In a shell, run ./00-deploy.sh and follow the instructions that the script prompts. This 

script downloads and install any dependencies for the workflow and for your local 
environment—including FFmpeg, Node.js, and jq—and package the AWS Lambda 
functions that use at runtime. 

Once the stack deploys to your AWS account, the script stores the stack outputs under the local path 
stack.out/cdk-outputs.json. You need this file to run the next steps. 
 
Start the workflow 
To start the workflow, simply run ./10-test.sh. This uses the Scrape API deployed at the previous step 
to initiate the workflow. This script produces the file stack.out/article.json, containing the response 
from the API. 
 
Monitor the workflow 
You can monitor the workflow by running ./20-query.sh. This produces the file stack.out/processed-
article.json. Because the workflow might take a couple of minutes to complete, run this script every 30 
seconds until PreviewVideoFile and FullVideoStream populate. 
 
 

https://ffmpeg.org/
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.en.html
https://www.ffmpeg.org/
https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-elemental-mediaconvert-visual-narrations
https://aws.amazon.com/cloud9/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cloud9/latest/user-guide/tutorial-create-environment.html
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Download the preview 
Run this step once PreviewVideoFile populates by 20-query.sh in stack.out/processed-
article.json. You can download the preview video file by running ./30-download.sh. This produces 
the file stack.out/preview.mp4, and you can play it directly in your AWS Cloud9 environment. You can 
have a look at one of our results here. 
 

 

Play the preview generated by the solution in your AWS Cloud9 environment. 

Publish the full narration 
Run this step once FullVideoStream populates by 20-query.sh in stack.out/processed-
article.json.  
 
WARNING: By running the following step, you are making a public copy of your full narration. Anybody in 
possession of the URL generated at this step can play your video asset. 
 

 
The webpage with a preview stream 

To publish your full narration, run ./40-publish.sh, then follow the instructions prompted by the script.  
This step copies your HLS playlist and segments and make them public in the Amazon S3 asset store. 
The script generates and uploads an HTML page in the Amazon S3 asset store. At the end of the 
process, the script prompts a URL to the HTML page where you can play the full narration in your 
browser. 

https://gbatt-borasio-blogs.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/preview-demo.mp4
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Clean up 
You can delete the stack deployed with 00-deploy.sh by running ./99-destroy.sh. This tears down the 
resources created but retains your asset store (Amazon S3 bucket) and your metadata store (Amazon 
DynamoDB table).  
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